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It﻿was﻿a﻿humanitarian﻿emergency﻿ in﻿ the﻿heart﻿of﻿Europe﻿ that﻿spanned﻿several﻿years﻿and﻿still﻿
continues﻿into﻿2019.﻿During﻿this﻿time,﻿as﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿studies﻿have﻿shown,﻿many﻿EU﻿political﻿leaders﻿
and﻿media﻿organisations﻿sought﻿ to﻿make﻿political﻿capital﻿out﻿of﻿ the﻿crisis﻿by﻿portraying﻿refugees﻿
as﻿a﻿ threat﻿ (Wodak﻿2015,﻿Crawley﻿&﻿Skleparis﻿2018).﻿According﻿ to﻿Krzyzanowski﻿et﻿al.﻿ (2018),﻿
these﻿“politicized﻿and﻿mediatized﻿visions”﻿portrayed﻿“mainly﻿imaginary﻿scenarios﻿of﻿migrants﻿as﻿
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2015,﻿for﻿example,﻿ the﻿TV﻿network﻿Al﻿Jazeera﻿banned﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿ the﻿word﻿‘migrant’﻿ to﻿describe﻿
those﻿crossing﻿the﻿Mediterranean﻿Sea.﻿Barry﻿Malone﻿was﻿the﻿online﻿editor﻿at﻿Al﻿Jazeera﻿who﻿states:
The umbrella term migrant is no longer fit for purpose when it comes to describing the horror unfolding 
in the Mediterranean. It has evolved from its dictionary definitions into a tool that dehumanises and 
distances, a blunt pejorative. (Malone, 2015)
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political﻿ and﻿ ideological﻿ portrayal﻿ of﻿migrants﻿ as﻿ “others”.﻿This﻿ article﻿ examines﻿ the﻿ interactive﻿








in﻿ different﻿ways,﻿ to﻿ experience﻿ the﻿ life﻿ or﻿ journey﻿of﻿ a﻿ refugee.﻿For﻿ each﻿project,﻿ a﻿member﻿of﻿
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THE PRoJECTS AND INTERVIEwEES












Refugee Republic - De Volkskrant / Submarine Channel
























The Displaced - New york Times / VRSE works
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The Displaced﻿working﻿alongside﻿journalists﻿and﻿editors﻿from﻿the﻿New York Times.









































Both﻿Two Billion Miles﻿and﻿Fortress Europe﻿employ﻿similar﻿interactive﻿devices﻿to﻿enable﻿users﻿
to﻿engage﻿with﻿a﻿factual﻿story﻿as﻿complex﻿as﻿the﻿migration﻿crisis.﻿This﻿was﻿achieved﻿by﻿requiring﻿
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The Evolution of User Agency
According﻿to﻿many﻿scholars,﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿user﻿interaction﻿is﻿a﻿necessary﻿component﻿of﻿transmedia﻿
narratives﻿whether﻿they’re﻿based﻿in﻿fact﻿or﻿fiction.﻿Phillips﻿(2013)﻿says﻿interaction﻿is﻿“an﻿emergent﻿
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film﻿called﻿Migrant Crisis: The Whole Picture﻿(Sky﻿News,﻿2015).﻿The﻿report,﻿by﻿correspondent﻿Alistair﻿
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Gameplay and the Limits to Interaction and Immersion
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